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1
The new development policy

Common goals for the 
common good

In today’s world, people and states depend on 
each other and infl uence each other’s well-being 
in many different ways. As a responsible mem-
ber of the international community, Finland 
promotes development and a more equitable 
division of the benefi ts of globalisation. This is 
our responsibility, but in this way we also con-
struct the security, economic growth and the 
fundamental well-being of our own society.

Since the beginning of the 1990s, the inter-
national community has been shaping a com-
mon understanding of development problems 
and of the means to solve them. This process 
culminated in the UN Millennium Summit 
and the resulting Millennium Declaration. The 
WTO’s Doha ministerial meeting, the Monter-
rey International Conference on Financing for 
Development and the Johannesburg World 
Summit on Sustainable Development further 
specifi ed common goals and means and pro-
moted implementation of the Millennium 
Declaration.

Developing countries themselves bear prima-
ry responsibility for their own development. 
The Monterrey Conference examined fi nanc-
ing for development in a more comprehensive 
perspective than before. Development fi nanc-
ing includes developing countries’ domestic 
fi nancing, private sector investment, trade, the 
question of debt, and conventional develop-
ment cooperation funding. At Monterrey, the 

developing countries committed themselves to 
economic and political reforms, and the indus-
trialised countries, on their part, to improv-
ing access to markets for developing countries’ 
products, to resolving the debt problem and to 
increasing development aid.

Joint commitment to the reduction of pover-
ty means that the policies of the industrialised 
countries will have to be considered in a more 
comprehensive manner. New types of interna-
tional indicators are being developed in order 
to compare different countries. This compari-
son is based on factors such as the level of devel-
opment aid and the harmonisation of proce-
dures, trade with and investments in develop-
ing countries, protection of the environment, 
immigration policy and contributions to the 
promotion of peace and security.

Quality and effectiveness through 
coherent development policy

Development policy refers to coherent activity 
in all sectors of international cooperation and 
national policy that have an impact on the sta-
tus of developing countries, including securi-
ty, human rights, trade, environment, agricul-
ture and forestry, education, health and social, 
immigration, and information society policies.

Development cooperation is a key instru-
ment of development policy. It can be used 
to promote the strengthening of an environ-
ment conducive to development in the poor-
est countries in order to improve the premises 
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for investments and trade and to achieve eco-
nomic growth. 

The following are the main principles of the 
new development policy:
•  Commitment to the values and goals of the 

UN Millennium Declaration
•  Broad national commitment and coher-

ence in all policy areas
•  Commitment to a rights-based approach. 

This means that the realisation of the 
rights of the individual as defi ned by inter-
national human rights agreements is taken 
as the starting point in Finland’s develop-
ment policy.

•  The principle of sustainable development
•  The concept of comprehensive fi nancing 

for development 
•  Partnerships for development. Partnerships 

based on participation by the public and 
private sectors and civil society, both at the 
national level and internationally, are a sine 
qua non for development.

•  Respect for the integrity and responsibility 
of the developing countries and their peo-
ple. States themselves bear responsibility 
for their own development. Finland’s con-
tributions are directed towards supporting 
each country’s own efforts.

•  Long-term commitment and transparency. 
Finland adopts predictable long-term solu-
tions, and communicates all activities and 
plans in a transparent manner. This applies 
both to the fi nancing and the contents of 
policy.

Finland uses the instruments of development 
cooperation, trade and security policy, as well 
as other national policies in a coherent man-
ner. The activities of the public sector alone are 
not suffi cient; there is also a need for coopera-
tion and partnerships with the private sector, 
civil society, expert organisations and interest 
groups. Finnish people give their strong sup-
port to improving the circumstances of people 
in developing countries. The best way to ensure 
this support also in the future is to continue to 
improve the quality, effi ciency and effectiveness 
of Finnish development policy.

The foremost threats to security today are 
armed confl icts, crises and instability with 
all the eventual repercussions; terrorism, the 
spread of weapons of mass destruction, cross-
border crime, drugs, HIV/AIDS, environmen-
tal destruction and uncontrolled migration. 
Development policy instruments can be used 
to help avert these threats.

In line with the Government Programme, Fin-
land seeks to take the interests of develop-
ing countries better into consideration in the 
WTO’s Doha round of trade negotiations, 
while also seeking to promote the position of 
developing countries with the instruments of 
trade policy. Trade is important for econom-
ic growth in developing countries, and there-
by for the reduction of poverty. In bilateral and 
multilateral cooperation Finland stresses that 
improving the necessary conditions for trade 
should be one of the main components of pov-
erty reduction strategies. All this is also in Fin-
land’s own long-term trade interests.

The UN Millennium Declaration 
provides a framework for 
Finland’s development policy

In the UN Millennium Declaration Finland 
and other nations are committed to

•   The values guiding international relations 
in the 21st century – freedom, equality, 
solidarity, tolerance, respect for nature and 
a sense of joint responsibility

• The central importance of peace, security 
and disarmament for the world communi-
ty

•  Development and the eradication of pov-
erty

•  Protecting our common environment
•  Human rights, democracy and good gov-

ernance
•  Protecting the vulnerable
•  Meeting the special needs of Africa
•  Strengthening the United Nations and the 

multilateral system
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As part of the Millennium Declaration, the 
world community is committed to common 
Millennium Development Goals. The Decla-
ration specifi es eight main development goals 
and their targets. Finland has committed itself 
to the achievement of these goals by  2015.

The fi rst seven goals specify the agreed key 
factors of poverty reduction at individual and 
country level. The eighth goal specifi es how the 
industrialised countries and the donor commu-
nity will participate in ensuring the necessary 
resources and promote the creation of an envi-
ronment conducive to development.

The development goals and targets of 
the Millennium Declaration:

�  Eradicate extreme poverty and 

hunger

•  Halve the proportion of people whose  

income is less than one dollar per day 

by 2015

•  Halve the proportion of people who suf-

fer from hunger by 2015

� Achieve universal primary education 

• Ensure that all boys and girls have the 

possibility to complete a full course of 

primary schooling  by 2015

� Promote gender equality and 

empower women 

•  Eliminate gender disparity in primary 

and secondary education, preferably by 

2005, and at all levels by 2015

� Reduce  child mortality

•  Reduce by two thirds the mortality rate 

among children under fi ve by 2015

�  Improve maternal health

•  Reduce by three quarters the maternal 

mortality rate by 2015

� Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and other 

diseases

• Halt, and start to reverse, the spread of 

HIV/AIDS by 2015

•  Halt, and start to reverse, the incidence  

of malaria and other major diseases by 

2015

�  Ensure environmental sustainability

•  Integrate the principles of sustaina-

ble development into country policies 

and programmes and reverse the loss of 

environmental  resources

•  Halve the proportion of people with-

out sustainable access to safe drinking 

water and basic sanitation by 2015

•  Achieve  signifi cant improvement in the 

lives of at least 100 million slum dwell-

ers by 2020

� Develop a global partnership for 

development

•  Develop a fair and rule-based interna-

tional trading and fi nancial system

•  Increase development cooperation with 

those developing countries that are 

committed to the reduction of poverty

•  Address the special needs of the least 

developed countries

•  Resolve the debt problems of develop-

ing countries by national and interna-

tional measures so that debt becomes 

sustainable in the long term

•  In cooperation  with the developing 

countries, develop and implement strat-

egies for the employment of young peo-

ple

•  In cooperation  with the private sector, 

make the benefi ts of new technology 

especially information and communica-

tions technologies available to develop-

ing countries, 

•  In cooperation with the pharmaceuti-

cal industry, ensure the availability of 

essential drugs to the developing coun-

tries.
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Finland’s responsibility and goals

The main goal of Finland’s development poli-
cy is to contribute to the eradication of extreme 
poverty from the world. Activities that help to 
achieve this goal include prevention of environ-
mental threats; promotion of equality, human 
rights, democracy and good governance as well 
as increasing worldwide security and econom-
ic interaction, which originally became part of 
Finland’s policy in development cooperation in 
the 1990s. Finland is committed to a rights-
based approach and to the principles of sustain-
able development in its development policy. 
Finland bears its own share of the responsibility 
for creating the global partnership called for by 
the Millennium Declaration, in which develop-
ing countries are committed to the reduction 
of poverty and in which they themselves bear 
the main responsibility for developing their 
own societies, while industrialised countries are 
committed to supporting this process by means 
such as development aid, trade and private sec-
tor investment.

Thus, in practice, the Government of 
Finland will

•  increase funds for development coopera-
tion in accordance with its programme so 
that based on the present estimation of 
national income growth, they will be at the 
level of about 0.44% of GNI in 2007;

• develop the content, quality and adminis-
trative framework of development coopera-
tion so that it will be possible to achieve a 
level of 0.7% of GNI by 2010;

•  increase the effi ciency, effectiveness and 
impact of development cooperation by 
concentrating activities and working for 
the harmonisation of donor procedures;

•  encourage people in Finland to support the 
values and goals of the Millennium Decla-
ration and the fulfi lment of Finland’s obli-
gations;

•  promote economic growth in developing 
countries together with an equitable distri-
bution of income;

•  support endeavours to help the poor-
est developing countries gain infl uence in 
international forums, particularly empha-
sising cooperation with African countries;

•  work to strengthen the multilateral system 
and to increase the effectiveness of the UN;

•  in accordance with the Government Pro-
gramme, give more consideration to the 
interests of the developing countries in 
WTO trade negotiations and help to 
enhance the developing countries’ bargain-
ing position by improving their trading 
capacity and promoting the inclusion of 
trade issues in their own poverty reduction 
strategies;

•  support the effective implementation of 
debt management programmes for devel-
oping countries, with special interest in 
ensuring the sustainability of  debt and aid 
received by developing countries;

•  improve cooperation between public insti-
tutions in Finland to increase the coher-
ence and effectiveness of Finland’s develop-
ment policy;

•  urge Finnish companies to participate in 
achieving the Millennium Development 
Goals, and encourage them to direct their 
interests and activities towards the poorest 
developing countries, and, with a view to 
this, promote cooperation and partnerships 
between the public and private sectors; 

•  promote the access of developing countries 
to new technologies including information 
technologies, and identify, together with 
the private sector, solutions in information 
and communications technologies which 
are appropriate for the poorest developing 
countries.
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Finland’s strengths and the focus 
of activities

Our own experience of the development of 
Finnish society in fi ve decades from a poor 
country with small production capacity, and 
recovering from two wars, into one of the 
world’s most competitive welfare and informa-
tion societies, also provides a fi rm foundation 
for involvement in international development 
policies. Finns have learnt that security and sta-
bility, both inside the country and in the sur-
rounding regions, are prerequisites for devel-
opment. Respect for human rights, democra-
cy and good governance create a social environ-
ment that enables well-balanced development. 
Equal participation of women and men in the 
functions of society is one of the ingredients 
of our own success, as is care for the environ-
ment. Responsible economic growth led by the 
private sector in conjunction with an equita-
ble distribution of income provides society and 
its members with resources for economic devel-
opment. Sustained long-term investment in 
education, health, social services and the well-
being of children and young people has borne 
fruit in our country.

With regard to its own participation, Fin-
land must consider the value that it can con-
tribute to international development. On the 
one hand, this value added arises from Fin-
land’s own cultural history and experiences as 
outlined above, as well as the values rooted in 
them, and, on the other hand, from the special 
strengths and skills that Finland has acquired in 
certain sectors.

The cross-cutting themes  in the 
implementation of the Finnish development 
policy are: 

•  promotion of the rights and the status of 
women and girls, and promotion of gender 
and social equality;

•  promotion of the rights of groups that are 
easily marginalised, particularly those of 
children, the disabled, indigenous peoples 
and ethnic minorities, and promotion of 
equal participation opportunities for them;

•  consideration  of environmental issues.

Finland’s support for developing countries in 
implementing the Millennium Declaration 
in individual countries is guided by the pov-
erty reduction strategies of the partner coun-
tries. Hence, Finland ensures that its inputs 
are channelled into development work that 
the partner countries manage themselves, and 
which is based on a deep understanding of each 
country’s situation. Implementing the goals set 
requires creating an environment conducive to 
development.

Primarily, it is the developing countries them-
selves that are accountable to their own cit-
izens for the socio-economic development 
programmes aiming at economic growth and 
reduction of poverty. Private-sector-driven eco-
nomic growth and equality-promoting income 
distribution are fundamental to the reduction 
of poverty. Success requires true political will 
to create an operating environment that makes 
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development possible. Respect for human 
rights, promotion of gender equality, social 
equality and democracy, good governance and 
sound economic management are essential cor-
nerstones of development. Peace and securi-
ty are prerequisites for achieving sustainable 
results.

Eradication of poverty calls for an environ-
ment in which public resources can be put to 
work together with the skills and resources of 
the private sector and civil society. It is becom-
ing increasingly clear that development in indi-
vidual countries depends on global and region-
al environments. 

Finland contributes on all levels and in all sec-
tors to creating an environment that is favour-
able to development and to private sector oper-
ations. Finland particularly directs its support 
to strengthening democratic institutions and 
the civil societies in developing countries, to 
developing local government, and to helping to 
combat corruption. Finland promotes cooper-
ation between government bodies and employ-
ers and labour organisations in creating jobs 
and improving labour market regulations. By 
participating in confl ict prevention, peacekeep-
ing and civilian crisis management we take part 
in creating the basic necessities for the reduc-
tion of poverty.

In the implementation of the Millennium 
Development Goals Finland focuses on the 
following areas and activities:

•  Ensuring basic education for all, and espe-
cially promoting the education of girls; 
improving the quality of teaching and of 
learning results; increasing the demand for 
education; inclusive education;

•  Developing health care systems, particu-
larly for basic health care and sexual and 
reproductive health;

•  HIV/AIDS as a development issue;
•  Social security networks; promotion of 

employment and labour market regula-
tions;

•  Access to clean drinking water and sanita-
tion services;

•  Sustainable management and protection of 
natural resources; support to partner coun-
tries in implementing global environmen-
tal agreements and processes;

•  Support for provision of staple foods and 
improving food security; support for the 
creation of enabling  political and econom-
ic operating environments for rural devel-
opment ; strengthening sustainable local 
livelihood strategies  and supporting these 
aims by upgrading  research, extension,  
training and services;

•  Forestry as a part of  rural livelihoods  and 
a means of reducing poverty;

•  Information society, information and 
communications technology; measures to 
bridge the digital divide and develop tech-
nological solutions appropriate for poor 
developing countries.

Implementing, monitoring and 
evaluating development policy 

The goals set in this development policy are 
ambitious. To achieve them will require work 
in Finland, in the partner countries and with-
in the EU, the UN and other international 
forums. The Ministry for Foreign Affairs has 
overall responsibility for implementing the pol-
icy and for the coordination this necessitates, 
but other key parties are also involved, includ-
ing various other ministries, government agen-
cies and institutions as well as the private sec-
tor and NGOs. Continuous and comprehen-
sive monitoring and evaluation are needed to 
implement the policy.

Development policy is a part of Finland’s for-
eign policy. The goals and implementation of 
the development policy are part of the strat-
egy and operational plan of the Ministry for 
Foreign Affairs, in which the main tasks of 
the Ministry are seen as the promotion of the 
security and well-being of Finnish people, the 
creation of a common international sense of 
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responsibility and the reinforcement of peace, 
together with the responsibility for prepar-
ing and implementing Finnish foreign policy, 
including coordination of shaping the nation-
al principles of action. The implementation of 
the development policy is monitored as part of 
the Ministry’s overall goals using the Ministry’s 
internal monitoring systems. 

Cooperation within the Ministry for For-
eign Affairs and among the authorities will 
be further improved to promote coherence in 
the development and monitoring of the poli-
cy. The Ministry’s internal systems for imple-
menting and monitoring development policy 
will be consolidated. A separate action plan is 
to be prepared, specifying the targets and are-
as of responsibility. The Department for Devel-
opment Policy monitors the implementation of 
the plan to ensure that the development poli-
cy is directly linked with framework and results 
budgeting and appropriation decisions.

The need for new strategies connected to cer-
tain sectors, themes or procedures is considered 
when the implementation plan is prepared. 
The implementation is guided by the approved 
Strategy and Action Plan for Promoting Gen-
der Equality 2003-2007 and the Strategy for 
Rural Development.

In planning cooperation, more systematic use 
will be made of the results of independent 
evaluations. Exceptionally comprehensive and 
varied independent evaluation material that 
was produced by the Ministry’s own evalua-
tion and research services and by international 
bodies was available for the preparation of the 

present resolution.   Review and evaluation will 
be developed so that up-to-date information is 
always available to support policy and imple-
mentation.

The Development Policy Committee assesses 
the implementation of the policy. Its work is 
directed particularly to the achievement of pol-
icy coherence. The Committee reports annual-
ly to the Government on the implementation 
of Finland’s development policy and the fac-
tors affecting it. The Committee’s proposals 
are taken into account in the annual planning 
of the implementation of the policy. To help it 
in its tasks, the Committee calls on represent-
atives from different ministries to serve as per-
manent experts.

The UN will review the implementation of the 
Millennium Declaration in 2005, when Fin-
land will make its fi rst interim review of work 
for the achievement of the goals. At the end of 
its present term of offi ce, the Government will 
arrange for an independent assessment of the 
realisation of the aims of its development pol-
icy.

In international cooperation, Finland takes an 
active part in developing the contents, quali-
ty and effectiveness of the development policy 
especially within the framework of the OECD 
Development Assistance Committee (DAC). 
Finland’s next OECD/DAC review of devel-
opment cooperation is expected to take place 
in late 2006 early 2007. Use can be made of its 
conclusions for the development policy of the 
next government, particularly with regard to 
achieving a 0.7% share of GNI by 2010.

  The main reviews include the OECD/DAC  peer review of Finnish development cooperation (2003), the partner review 
“Improving Effectiveness of Finnish Development Cooperation – Perspectives from the South” (2003), the report of the Special 
Committee chaired by Councillor of State Harri Holkeri on the level and quality of Finland’s Development Cooperation 
(2003), the country programme evaluation summary (2002) and the State Audit Offi ce’s report on controlling results in 
Finland’s bilateral cooperation (2003). 
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The development policy 
perspective affects many areas of 
policy

Achieving the aims of development policy 

requires improved policy coherence in nation-

al policies, multilateral cooperation and EU 

policies. Coherence  in practical implemen-

tation also needs to be increased through 

better cooperation among authorities. The 

development policy perspective needs to be 

included in all the programmes and reports 

in which Finland’s policies in issues affecting 

development are defi ned.

Together with the drafting of this policy, work 
was started in the Ministry for Foreign Affairs, 
amongst various public sector institutions, and 
with other stakeholders, to deal with the chal-
lenges posed by the need for coherence. This 
work shall be continued. Government offi cials 
are well acquainted with the Millennium Dec-
laration, and its goals are considered important. 
This common commitment should lead to a 
systematic analysis of the challenges of coher-
ence. The policy changes required in each area 
of activity are to be mapped out and specifi ed 
with the aim of:
•  Finding mutual interests of Finland and 

the developing countries and adopting 
effective ways to promote them; and

•  Identifying potential confl icts. Aware-
ness of the existing contradictions in the 
national policy will create opportunities to 
deal with them and to draw up new opera-
tional guidelines.

2
Achieving the goals by increasing coherence 

in development policy

Exchange of information, cooperation and 
interactive mechanisms among offi cials must 
be strengthened further. There are already reg-
ular theme-based groups in which offi cials 
from different ministries work together. Such 
arrangements will now be made increasingly to 
deal with development policy issues which are 
inter-ministerial in nature. The Ministry for 
Foreign Affairs shall also investigate how the 
overall harmonisation of development policy 
amongst offi cial bodies can be achieved effec-
tively without unnecessarily increasing the 
administrative burden.

Finland supports the multilateral 
system

Part of Finland’s development policy is 

to strengthen the multilateral system, to 

increase its operational capabilities and to 

improve the opportunities of developing 

countries to have an impact. Through the 

multilateral system, norms and guidelines are 

created for international cooperation, envi-

ronments conducive to development are 

strengthened at global and regional levels, 

and support is given to the efforts made by 

developing countries themselves. The multi-

lateral system secures the position of small 

countries and improves their prospects for 

exerting an infl uence.

The multilateral system provides the best 
forum for dealing with international develop-
ment issues in a comprehensive, cross-secto-
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ral and pluralistic way. The multilateral system 
has become increasingly signifi cant through 
globalisation. There is a strong international 
consensus about the Millennium Declaration 
and the Millennium Development Goals. This 
consensus was further reinforced at the Doha 
ministerial conference and the Monterrey and 
Johannesburg summits.

Finland considers that the resources of the mul-
tilateral system should now be concentrated on 
activities to implement the jointly agreed goals. 
The credibility of the UN and of the multilat-
eral system depend on the ability to fulfi l joint 
commitments in practice. Naturally, responsi-
bility for implementing decisions also lies with 
national actors 

Finland strives to strengthen the operational 
capability of the multilateral system and sup-
ports the reforms set in motion by the Secre-
tary General of the United Nations. The inter-
national fi nancial institutions that work along-
side the UN, and particularly the World Bank, 
also play an important part in carrying out the 
commitments of the Millennium Declaration. 
The Asian economic crisis showed how insta-
bility in the international economic system can 
plunge millions of people into poverty. Thus, 
the International Monetary Fund has consid-
erable direct responsibility for the reduction of 
poverty through the maintenance of stability 
in the international economic system and the 
prevention of crises. Finland fi nds it essential 
that the UN, the international fi nancial insti-
tutions and the WTO work even more close-
ly together.

The chairmanship of the UN Economic and 
Social Council (ECOSOC) in 2004 offers Fin-
land an excellent opportunity to address devel-
opment issues in a coherent manner and to 
promote cooperation. Finland will also inten-
sify its work in the OECD and its Develop-
ment Assistance Committee. As a comprehen-
sive organisation for economic cooperation and 
development, the OECD provides exception-
al opportunities for dealing with cross-secto-

ral issues that promote coherence in develop-
ment policy.

The Helsinki Process

In today’s world, there is a clear need to facili-
tate and complement inter-governmental nego-
tiations with open and equal dialogue between 
all stakeholders in seeking for new joint meth-
ods for managing globalisation.

The Government of Finland wants to improve 
the conditions for managing globalisation, to 
extend the benefi ts of globalisation more equal-
ly to all, and to mitigate its negative impacts. 
Finland continues to cooperate with Tanza-
nia in the Helsinki Process, promoting broad-
based international discussion about a more 
equitable management of globalisation. The 
Helsinki Process is a forum that brings togeth-
er governments from the South and the North, 
international organisations, the private sector 
and civil society, and offers opportunities for 
open, unprejudiced and pluralistic dialogue. 
The aim is to develop concrete proposals and 
strategies for promoting the implementation 
of the UN Millennium Declaration and the 
results of the Doha, Monterrey and Johannes-
burg conferences. Finland is prepared to utilise 
the results of the Process in bilateral and inter-
national connections, including the EU. In the 
long-term, the process is to achieve a more bal-
anced, democratic and rule-based management 
of globalisation within inter-governmental 
multilateral cooperation, particularly in inter-
national organisations.

The ILO World Commission on the 
Social Dimension of Globalisation

The development perspective is one of the 
main features of the World Commission on 
the Social Dimension of Globalisation that has 
been set up by the International Labour Organ-
isation. The Commission is co-chaired by Fin-
land’s President Halonen and Tanzania’s Presi-
dent Mkapa.
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The Commission’s point of departure is that 
globalisation is a process that should benefi t 
people all over the world. The benefi ts and the 
disadvantages of globalisation should be evalu-
ated expressly in terms of how they affect peo-
ple’s daily lives. Globalisation is a process that 
can be controlled and can be guided by nation-
al, regional and international measures

The measures proposed by the Commission in 
its report require monitoring. One option for 
this could be the Helsinki Process. The Gov-
ernment of Finland is prepared to promote 
in its activities the monitoring of the World 
Commission’s recommendations on the social 
dimension of globalisation in fora appropriate 
for each issue. Multilateral development work 
is a particularly important sector of activity in 
this respect. The Government will assess which 
measures to use to bring to the fore internation-
ally the themes raised by the report, and to pro-
mote the implementation of the Commission’s 
recommendations.

Finland promotes policy 
coherence in the European Union 

Many of the decisions that determine Fin-

land’s policy in development-related issues 

are made within the EU. Finland emphasises 

the coherence  of different policy sectors in 

the national preparation of EU decision-mak-

ing. Comprehensive preparation in Finland 

creates a good basis for achieving Finland’s 

goal of infl uencing and increasing the coher-

ence among the different areas of EU poli-

cies, and especially in its external relations 

and development cooperation.

The European Union has vastly increased the 
extent of Finland’s contact with the countries of 
the world. As a member of the EU, Finland is 
involved in multi-sectoral dialogue with almost 
all countries, including developing countries. 
The EU is the major development cooperation 

partner of the developing countries as well as 
a signifi cant trade partner. The EU also has a 
signifi cant role globally. Finland works increas-
ingly through the EU, and the EU has a direct 
impact on our national policies. EU member-
ship has increased Finland’s potential to infl u-
ence global development; it has also increased 
our visibility in the international arena and 
enabled us to contribute to the quality of the 
relations between the EU and developing coun-
tries.

Within the EU, attention has been devoted to 
policy coherence ever since the 1960s but it 
still remains a greatly challenging issue. Fin-
land promotes increased coherence in EU’s 
external relations, in relations with developing 
countries, and among different policy sectors. 
This requires increasingly close cooperation at 
the national level in order to fi nd areas of con-
vergence on the issues dealt within the EU, and 
in order to be able to include the development 
policy perspective in Finland’s positions on 
decisions affecting global development. Since 
Finland joined the EU, domestic preparation 
in EU sub-committees has served to shape a 
coherent national strategy. 

Coherence in EU activities, effectiveness of aid 
and improved quality are prominent features in 
the three-year programme for the EU presiden-
cies, which Finland will implement  during its 
presidency in the second half of 2006.

Along with the opportunities it offers, mem-
bership of the EU also guides Finland’s scope 
for making independent policy decisions for 
the benefi t of developing countries. Trade pol-
icy and agricultural policy, for example, most-
ly fall within the EU’s competence. This means 
that Finland’s infl uence on various matters 
is through the EU and that Finland respects 
the fact that EU positions are defi ned on the 
basis of negotiations among all the EU mem-
ber countries. Finland contributes and is com-
mitted to the compromises sought between the 
national interests of the member countries and 
that of global development. 
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Development policy is also 
security policy

Finland is determined to increase the coher-

ence of its security and development poli-

cy instruments in a persistent and assertive 

manner so as to increase global security and 

stability. Eliminating injustice and reducing 

poverty will serve to prevent confl icts, vio-

lence and crime. Along with long-term devel-

opment cooperation, Finland targets support 

specifi cally at the prevention and manage-

ment of crises and post-confl ict recovery in 

developing countries. 

Development policy is also a part of Finland’s 
security policy. From the point of view of secu-
rity policy, the task set for development policy 
is to bring about sustainable development that 
can deal with the causes of confl icts and vio-
lence and eradicate them. Development poli-
cy can also contribute to solving existing con-
fl icts, and development work plays a key part 
in recovery from them. On the one hand, the 
question is one of starting and maintaining 
decade-long development processes, and, on 
the other, of reacting speedily to what hap-
pens in the world. At the same time, promot-
ing security and stability is a key factor in try-
ing to achieve the goals of development policy. 
Violent confl icts are the most serious obstacles 
to development in many developing countries. 
Poverty, injustice, the inequitable distribution 
of resources and bad governance are also breed-
ing grounds for confl icts, violence and terror-
ism.

Finland works persistently for increased secu-
rity and stability as well as for prevention of 
armed confl icts through development coop-
eration. As confl icts change increasingly from 
inter-state to intra-state, it is evident that the 
importance of reducing poverty and strength-
ening the structures of human rights, democra-
cy, good governance and the rule of law in order 
to prevent them is enhanced. Broadly speaking, 

all well-implemented development coopera-
tion increases stability and diminishes injustic-
es. Finland also carries out specifi c projects that 
promote security, tolerance and regional stabil-
ity. Activities that promote  countries’ inter-
nal and regional security and prevent confl icts, 
such as resolving disputes on the distribution of 
natural resources as well as increasing tolerance 
and promoting confi dence-building interac-
tion, are to will be included more systematical-
ly than in previous development cooperation.

By means of crisis management, solutions can 
be found for acute situations, for controlling 
crises that have already escalated, for stabilis-
ing conditions and for the immediate require-
ments for post-confl ict recovery. Finland offers 
its expertise in crisis resolution, peacekeeping 
and civilian crisis management, matching its 
input closely with the instruments of devel-
opment cooperation. Prevention, management 
and resolution of confl icts and post-confl ict 
recovery work will be increasingly emphasised 
during the term of this Government. It is also 
possible to include more early-warning systems 
in development cooperation and use them in 
crisis prevention. The complementary aspect of 
the working methods of development coopera-
tion, humanitarian aid and crisis management 
will be developed.

Finland has increasing experience of civilian cri-
sis management in developing countries. Vari-
ous activities and  their coordination are fur-
ther developed. Finland participates in devel-
oping this fi eld in the UN, the Organisation for 
Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), 
the Council of Europe and the EU while also 
promoting internationally the coordination of 
crisis management actors. 

With reference to its own experience, Fin-
land considers the developing countries’ own 
regional arrangements for increasing coopera-
tion and integration to be the starting point for 
increasing stability and security amongst them. 
In Africa, the African Union and the New Part-
nership for African Development (NEPAD) are 
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promising examples of how increased coopera-
tion opens up potential for dealing with secu-
rity issues. Other cross-border endeavours – 
such as solving environmental and health prob-
lems and combating crime – also pave the way 
for increased regional integration and security 
cooperation.

The Government report on defence and secu-
rity, due in 2004, will analyse the nature of the 
new security threats in more detail. In this con-
nection, development policy will be includ-
ed amongst the means of increasing security. 
In December 2003 the EU approved a strat-
egy based on a broad interpretation of securi-
ty. Within the EU, Finland also promotes the 
treatment of development and security as close-
ly-linked issues.

Human rights

Finland strengthens democracy and the 

premises for development through an active 

human rights policy. One of the key issues in 

Finland’s foreign, security and development 

policies is human rights and they are consist-

ently promoted in bilateral, multilateral and 

EU cooperation.

Extreme poverty is one of the greatest human 
rights problems of our time. Human rights 
and development both depend on and support 
each other. A rights-based approach to develop-
ment policy emphasises the rights of individu-
als to participate in society – as a counterbal-
ance to exclusion from it. Increasing peoples’ 
abilities to improve the quality of their own 
lives is an important key to the elimination of 
poverty. Finland promotes giving expression to 
the opinions of people, especially those in the 
weakest positions, in the Poverty Reduction 
Strategies of partner countries. 

Finland’s human rights policy is based on the 
universal nature of human rights. Even though 

international human rights agreements leave 
some freedom of action for states in apply-
ing them, violations of human rights cannot 
be justifi ed by appealing to such factors as cul-
ture or religion. This is particularly important 
where the rights of women and girls are con-
cerned. Finland also emphasises that human 
rights are indivisible and interdependent. Well-
balanced development requires the realisation 
of all human rights, traditional civil and polit-
ical rights as well as economic, social and cul-
tural rights. Freedom of speech, for example, is 
of little use if lack of education prevents partic-
ipation in the functions of society.

From the point of view of the credibility of 
human rights policy, it is important that human 
rights are promoted by applying various meth-
ods of action coherently. Activities in bilater-
al, EU and multilateral contexts  must form an 
integrated whole that supports the realisation 
of human rights.

In practice, Finland’s development and human 
rights policies support each other in many dif-
ferent areas. The human rights policy focus-
es on groups that are more often discriminat-
ed against than others. These include women, 
children, minorities and indigenous peoples. 
The rights of the disabled are also emphasised. 
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Owing to its own experience, Finland has a lot 
to offer in dealing with these issues. The focal 
points of the human rights policy are directly 
linked with the preconditions for development. 
The education of girls is one example of a key 
factor in social development.

While emphasising the importance of person-
al security, attention must be directed to the 
rights of the groups who are in the most vul-
nerable position when these rights are not 
realised equally. Today, armed confl icts occur 
mostly within states and are usually linked with 
confl icts among ethnic groups. In such cir-
cumstances, widespread violations of human 
rights, and, for instance, discrimination of peo-
ple belonging to minority groups undermine 
security. Bringing the perpetrators of such vio-
lations to justice is important from the point 
of view of human rights, and also crucial for 
the prevention of confl icts and for the sake of 
social stability.

The human rights policy aims to support 
democracy and strengthen the structures of 
constitutional states and good governance. 
Democratic institutions and services must be 
available to all the different groups in society, 
to women and men alike. This is made possible 
by, for instance, equality in education, health 
care and the justice system. Transparency is an 
important factor in a democratic society and 
the fi ght against corruption an important focal 
point of Finland’s development policy.

In development cooperation, Finland promotes 
human rights, on the one hand, as a cross-cut-
ting  theme through a rights-based approach 
and, on the other hand, through specifi c 
projects for promoting human rights, democ-
racy and good governance. NGO cooperation 
and local cooperation funds are particularly 
well-suited for such projects, as they make it 
possible to intervene in human rights violations 
in developing countries and also to support the 
improvement of human rights in other coun-
tries than the long-term partner countries.

The deepening dialogue with long-term part-
ner countries will provide better opportunities 
to take up issues of human rights. Consequent-
ly, the agenda will include international human 
rights issues such as commitment to agree-
ments and implementation of human rights. 
The criteria for cooperation set out in the Gov-
ernment’s Decision-in-Principle of 2001 form 
the framework for political dialogue. The main 
issues on the human rights agenda include: use 
of the death penalty, occurrence of torture, 
restrictions on freedom of speech, transparen-
cy of governance and administration, and treat-
ment of vulnerable groups and minorities.

Trade

Finland will increasingly take into account 

the interests of developing countries in the 

WTO’s Doha round of trade negotiations. 

Strengthening the multilateral trading system 

requires the full participation of the develop-

ing countries. From the point of view of the 

poorest developing countries, it is important 

that issues such as better access to markets 

for developing countries’ products, impar-

tial rules that also observe the special needs 

of the poorest developing countries, and the 

promised technical aid to strengthen their 

trading capacity, will also be carried out. Fin-

land targets its support towards creating an 

operating environment favourable to trade 

and to resolving supply-side problems in 

developing countries. Finland will extend the 

range of instruments in its bilateral trade and 

economic relations, including the promotion 

of import from developing countries.

The globalisation and liberalisation of markets 
poses great challenges for developing countries, 
particularly for those that are least developed. 
On the one hand, globalisation opens interna-
tional markets, enabling a rise in the standards 
of living and a decrease in poverty. On the oth-
er hand, the possibilities of the poorest devel-
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oping countries to keep up with internation-
al competition may deteriorate considerably 
unless they are able to change the basic struc-
tures and institutional capabilities of their 
economies and societies and develop interna-
tionally competitive products and production 
capacity. Integrating developing countries into 
the international trading system can only take 
place if that system supports their own develop-
ment goals. Finland respects the right of devel-
oping countries to resolve trade policy issues in 
their own interests.

In the light of its own experience, Finland con-
siders that well-managed integration into inter-
national economy, of which foreign trade is an 
essential part, promotes economic and social 
development in poor countries. Finland is pre-
pared to support, by means of trade policy and 
development cooperation, the opportunities of 
developing countries to benefi t from interna-
tional trade. A universal, rule-based and open 
multilateral trading system which takes the 
interests of all parties into account equally, will 
create the framework and conditions necessary 
for freeing trade and enabling all countries to 
benefi t from its favourable impact on econom-
ic growth, employment and development. The 
issue of integration into the international trad-
ing system should be taken up in the nation-
al development programmes or poverty reduc-
tion strategies of the developing countries so 
that the integration takes place in a controlled 
way and its impact on the reduction of pover-
ty will be ensured.

To complete successfully, the WTO’s Doha 
round of trade negotiations, which started in 
2001, particularly in terms of the considera-
tion given to the poorest developing countries, 
is one of the main goals of Finland’s trade and 
development policy during this Government’s 
term of offi ce. The strengthening of the multi-
lateral trading system also requires the whole-
hearted participation of the developing coun-
tries. It is essential for the developing coun-
tries that, as acknowledged in the Doha Dec-
laration, improved  access of their products to 

international markets and balanced rules  are 
implemented  and the assured technical assist-
ance is exploited effectively.

Agricultural issues are among the most impor-
tant topics of the WTO’s Doha round of nego-
tiations. According to the Doha Declaration, 
the negotiations aim at obtaining considera-
ble improvements in ensuring access for agri-
cultural products to international markets, a 
gradual reduction of export subsidies with a 
view to phasing them out in all their forms, 
and a substantial reduction in trade-distort-
ing domestic support. The preferential treat-
ment of developing countries is an integral part 
of the negotiations. Both agricultural and so-
called ‘non-commercial’ concerns will be tak-
en into account.

In the framework of the multilateral trading 
system, Finland works for  improved consider-
ation of the special needs of developing coun-
tries by promoting special benefi ts  that sup-
port their integration into the trade policy sys-
tem. Finland supports and fi nances initiatives 
that further implementation of the obligation 
to increase trade-related technical assistance 
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and facilities. Finland supports the WTO’s 
work on technology transfer which aims to 
increase the production capacity and export 
product range of developing countries. Finland 
works on improving the effectiveness of inter-
active dialogue with the developing countries 
about trade policy issues bilaterally, through 
the EU, and in multilateral contexts. Finland 
seeks to consider the special circumstances of 
developing countries in the implementation 
of the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of 
Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS).

Over the past few years, the EU has improved 
the access of developing countries to its mar-
kets. Products originating from the least devel-
oped countries are allowed entry into the EU 
area duty-free, and many other developing 
countries also benefi t from tariff preferences. 
For example, over 80% of Africa’s agricultur-
al exports come to the EU. In 2004 and 2005 
the EU’s Generalised System of Preferences 
(GSP) for developing countries will be revised. 
Finland is in favour of developing the system 
so that its benefi ts accrue better to the least 
developed countries, and is presently investi-
gating how benefi ts of the type that have been 
granted to countries under the Cotonou agree-
ment could be applied to all the least developed 
countries. Finland is looking for ways to pro-
mote its own imports from developing coun-
tries. Finland will also make use of the opportu-
nities offered by the unit established in the EU 
to facilitate imports into the EU from develop-
ing countries.

While supporting development of the mul-
tilateral trading system, Finland uses devel-
opment cooperation instruments to support 
the efforts of the developing countries to cre-
ate an operating environment that promotes 
trade and investments. Trade that brings about 
an increase in sustainable economic growth, 
employment and productivity requires, among 
other things, stable and functioning basic social 
structures, infrastructure, a functioning fi nan-
cial sector and the possibility to develop pro-
duction technology, product quality and mar-

keting. These form a key fi eld of operations for 
development cooperation, in which the inter-
ests of trade and development converge and 
development cooperation acts as a catalyst for 
trade.

In order to increase imports and trade, Finnish 
business and industry are kept informed about 
the markets of the developing countries, pro-
duction structures and rules affecting trade. 
Efforts are made to encourage the channelling 
of investment to developing countries by devel-
oping a climate and an environment favourable 
to investment, and, particularly through bilat-
eral agreements, promoting and protecting for-
eign investment.

The environment

The prevention of international environmen-

tal threats is one of the main goals of Fin-

land’s development policy. Finland advocates 

change in production and consumption pat-

terns and supports the reduction of pover-

ty in developing countries in such ways that 

help avert the most serious environmen-

tal damage caused by economic growth. By 

promoting the implementation of multilater-

al environmental agreements, Finland seeks 

to safeguard the state of the environment. 

Finland includes consideration  for the envi-

ronment as a cross-cutting  theme in all its 

development cooperation. Finland supports 

the inclusion of the principles of environmen-

tally sustainable development in the poverty 

reduction strategies of its partner countries. 

Finland also supports specifi c environmental 

programmes and projects.

The challenges of development and of environ-
mental sustainability are closely linked at both 
national and global levels. The future of Fin-
land’s own environment will also be decisively 
affected by the ways in which other countries in 
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the world, including the developing countries, 
take care of the environment. By implement-
ing multilateral environmental agreements, the 
state of the environment can be controlled in 
Finland and in developing countries. The envi-
ronment is a global public good and its protec-
tion is in everybody’s interests.

It is impossible to achieve sustainable well-being 
and reduction of poverty unless the environ-
ment is taken care of. For this reason, environ-
mental issues are a cross-cutting  theme in Fin-
land’s development policy. Environmental issues 
are connected today with such issues as security, 
trade and fi nance. Cooperation among the vari-
ous sectors of administration is essential.

Finland considers multilateral environmental 
agreements and the enhancement of interna-
tional environmental governance a good means 
of ensuring that both industrialised and devel-
oping countries accept joint responsibility for 
the environment. Finland is party to more than 
a hundred multilateral environmental agree-
ments, the aims of which include the preven-
tion of climate change, the protection of biodi-
versity, combating desertifi cation and the con-
trol of international trade in chemicals and 
control of transboundary movements of haz-
ardous waste. The agreements include obliga-
tions binding on the developing countries and 
obligations to support the developing coun-
tries. The detrimental consequences of global 
climate change have the worst effects on the 
poorest countries and endanger their efforts to 
reduce poverty. The developing countries will 
therefore play an important part in the imple-
mentation and monitoring of the Kyoto Pro-
tocol.

Finland supports the developing countries 
in their capacity building to enable them to 
implement multilateral environmental agree-
ments. Through international and develop-
ment cooperation, Finland makes available 
to developing countries the benefi t of its own 
expertise in managing global environmental 
problems and in promoting sustainable devel-

opment. Factors related to the environment are 
decisive in achieving many development goals, 
such as food safety, access to clean drinking 
water and progress in health care. 

Access to affordable energy and sustainable 
energy solutions are of great importance in 
improving the standards of living and health 
conditions of the poor, in creating employ-
ment opportunities, but also in regard to the 
sustainable exploitation of natural resources 
and, for example, climate change. The Johan-
nesburg Action Plan requires all countries to 
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draw up a strategy for sustainable development 
by 2005. In its development cooperation, Fin-
land emphasises that environmental issues, and 
the fulfi lment of the obligations set out in envi-
ronmental agreements, are an integral part of 
poverty reduction strategies.

Agriculture and forestry

In its development cooperation, Finland 

emphasises the importance of promoting 

rural development and increasing the produc-

tivity of rural livelihoods. Finland supports the 

possibilities of  the poorest developing coun-

tries to benefi t from opportunities offered by 

international trade in agricultural products 

and recognises the special needs of the most 

vulnerable countries to protect and assist 

their farmers so that they will have suffi cient 

time to adapt to a market-led production sys-

tem. Promotion of the principles of sustaina-

ble forestry is in the common interests of Fin-

land and of the developing countries. Exploi-

tation of the opportunities offered by cooper-

ation in forestry issues is to be accelerated to 

help achieve development policy goals.

Rural living conditions in developing coun-
tries will have a crucial impact on whether the 
Millennium Declaration Goals are achieved, 
since about two thirds of the people who live 
in extreme poverty live in rural areas. Finland 
emphasises the signifi cance of the multiple role 
played by agriculture in rural areas and in socie-
ty. Not only is agriculture a means of livelihood 
and a source of income, but it is also an essen-
tial factor in, for example, food security, region-
al politics and environmental issues. For almost 
all countries of the world agriculture is a sec-
tor of national importance, the future of which 
they seek to secure.

The exports of many developing countries 
are primarily agricultural products. Hence, 
the entry of developing countries’ agricultural 

products into industrialised countries’ markets, 
and the subsidies of industrialised countries 
to agricultural production and exports, have 
caused disputes and disagreements between 
developing and industrialised countries. In this 
connection, the great differences among devel-
oping countries in their production and mar-
keting capacities in agriculture and agricultur-
al trade must also be taken into account. As 
a member of the EU, Finland promotes such 
trade policy solutions that improve the pros-
pects of the poorest developing countries to 
benefi t from agricultural exports and develop 
the competitiveness of their agriculture. The 
goal of greater coherence will also necessitate 
consideration of national perspectives on agri-
culture.

The EU, including Finland, has long made 
unilateral concessions in its trade policy which 
have eased access for specifi c groups of devel-
oping countries. Finland is in favour of devel-
oping these systems further. They include, for 
example, the Generalised System of Preferenc-
es (GSP) and the Lomé and Cotonou agree-
ments with the countries of Africa, the Carib-
bean and the Pacifi c. The Everything But Arms 
(EBA) initiative applied since 2001 has made it 
possible to remove duties on imports originat-
ing from almost all of the least developed coun-
tries. Duties on sugar, rice and bananas will be 
phased out by 2009. Since the GATT Uruguay 
Round, the EU has also made cuts in domes-
tic agricultural and export subsidies; these are 
expected to increase the competitiveness of 
developing countries’ agricultural trade.

Both in the EU and bilaterally, Finland pro-
motes measures that improve the status of poor 
producers in the poorest countries. The pros-
pect of poor producers to benefi t from world 
trade can be enhanced by adjusting the rules 
governing international agricultural trade, but 
this will not resolve the whole problem. In order 
to improve their living conditions, Finland will 
increase its efforts in bilateral and multilateral 
development cooperation to improve the polit-
ical and economic operating environment, to 
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develop productive and income generating 
activities in rural areas, and to strengthen poor 
people’s livelihoods.

Finland has many years’ experience in devel-
oping rural livelihoods based on family farms 
and smallholdings. Finland’s own agricultur-
al sector has also gone through great structur-
al changes to adjust to international competi-
tion. Both in development cooperation and 
in other international collaboration, Finland 
offers to developing countries the benefi t of 
its own experience and expertise in, for exam-
ple, establishing organisations of small produc-
ers, cooperative activities and extension servic-
es. Agriculture and forestry are the key sectors 
in development cooperation. Individual areas 
of focus include support for local rural liveli-
hood strategies, the formation of farmer asso-
ciations and producer organisations, provision 
of staple foods, food production and diversi-
fi cation of productive and income-generating 
activities. The international dialogue on forests 
in the 1990s resulted in a broad consensus on 
the principles of sustainable forestry. Recogni-
tion of Finland’s infl uential role, both global-
ly and in the EU, is based on the exceptional 
importance of the forestry sector in the history 
of the Finnish economy, regional development 
and society. In Finland, progress in sustainable 
forest management is based on decades of work 
in developing forest policy, legislation and pri-
vate institutions that promote forestry. The EU 
and Finland have contributed signifi cantly to 
the establishment of the UN Forum on Forests, 
which Finland continues to support as it does 
the Collaborative Partnership on Forests.

Finland and the developing countries share the 
same interests in promoting the sustainable use 
and conservation  of forests. Forests are direct-
ly related to national economic potential and 
to a wealth of social and environmental ben-
efi ts of local, national, and global importance. 
These benefi ts include the importance of for-
ests for employment and for provision of live-
lihoods as well as their signifi cance in terms of 
export earnings, carbon fi xation, biodiversi-

ty, soil and water conservation, protection of 
indigenous peoples’ ways of life, and recrea-
tional use. Sustainable forest management in 
developing countries can help the reduction of 
poverty in many ways. National forestry pro-
grammes should be seen as part of poverty 
reduction strategies. Finland supports nation-
al forestry programmes in developing countries 
through both bilateral and multilateral devel-
opment cooperation. From Finland’s point of 
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view, common rules and guidelines for good 
governance which promote sustainable forest 
management are becoming increasingly impor-
tant with the globalisation of the forest indus-
try and trade in forest products.

Two separate bodies of the same type work 
together in coordinating the strategies of Fin-
land’s international forest policy: the in-house 
working group on international forestry pol-
icy of the Ministry for Foreign Affairs, and 
the forest policy advisory board of the Minis-
try of Agriculture and Forestry. The division of 
labour between these two bodies is not unam-
biguous and requires clarifi cation.

Education, research and culture

Development of the substance of educa-

tion in Finland takes into account the grow-

ing importance of international cooperation, 

the increasingly multicultural nature of Finn-

ish society and the principles of sustainable 

development. Finland is committed to pro-

moting the Education for All process and sup-

ports education sector programmes in devel-

opment cooperation, emphasising the devel-

opment of basic education and exploiting the 

expertise of representatives of Finnish insti-

tutions. Finland also encourages the involve-

ment of institutes of higher education and 

research in mutual cooperation with organi-

sations in developing countries. Culture is to 

be regarded comprehensively as a notewor-

thy resource for development. 

Investment in education has been one of the 
fundamental features of the construction of 
an information and welfare society in Finland. 
Education will also be an important means of 
meeting the challenges of globalisation in the 
future. In accordance with the Government 
Programme, in reviewing the substance of edu-
cation the increasing importance of interna-
tional cooperation and the increasingly multi-
cultural nature of Finnish society shall be taken 

into account. The importance of education as a 
means of promoting sustainable development 
is also emphasised in the Johannesburg Sum-
mit Programme of Action.

Education has an important role in the imple-
mentation of the Millennium Declaration. 
The UNESCO-coordinated Education for All 
(EFA) process is a key international process, 
particularly from the point of view of imple-
menting the second and third Millennium 
Development Goals, which are directly con-
nected with education. Finland is committed 
to the EFA process in various ways, including 
preparation of Finland’s national EFA plan, 
which was jointly formulated by the Ministry 
of Education, the Ministry for Foreign Affairs, 
and the National Board of Education. 

In development cooperation, Finland supports 
education sector programmes as part of its 
partner countries’ poverty reduction strategies, 
emphasising basic education, gender equality 
and the point of view of the disabled. Active 
use is made of Finland’s know-how in the edu-
cation sector. Finland is studying the prospects 
for speeding up development in partner coun-
tries, for example, in the framework of the Fast 
Track initiative.

Cooperation between the Ministry for For-
eign Affairs, the Ministry of Education and the 
National Board of Education will be increased. 
Finnish universities and institutes of high-
er education are encouraged to invest in the 
resources for the teaching and research of 
development issues. Institutes of higher educa-
tion and research are encouraged to seek mutu-
al cooperation with organisations in developing 
countries. The Centre for International Mobil-
ity (CIMO) develops mobility and exchange 
programmes to promote cooperation among 
experts in Finland and in the developing coun-
tries.

Culture should be regarded comprehensive-
ly as a signifi cant resource for development ; it 
is a determinant of social values, customs and 
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social institutions, and the basis for security 
and experience. As a source of solutions to the 
challenges and problems that people encounter, 
it is, by nature, subject to continuous change. 
Respect for cultural plurality has been made 
one of the cornerstones of the Johannesburg 
Summit Action Programme and in the Final 
Declaration of the World Summit on the Infor-
mation Society (WSIS). In the background lie 
UNESCO’s general agreements on culture and 
the coming general agreement on the diversity 
of culture. Finland is committed to promoting 
and supporting the global strategy for world 
heritage, the aim of which is a more equal and 
representative protection of world heritage.

Health, social and labour issues

The Government emphasises the importance 

of the health sector as well as social and 

labour issues to development. Finland has 

much to offer owing to its own societal expe-

rience, and in development policy it  concen-

trates on working on these broad themes in 

areas where it has particular strengths. The 

main focus of attention is on international 

work to combat global health risks, curb the 

HIV/AIDS epidemic, and to improve preven-

tive primary health care in developing coun-

tries. The tools are multilateral cooperation, 

developing the management of globalisation 

and development cooperation.

Health is one of the most important factors 
affecting development. With increasing glo-
balisation, diseases and health risks have also 
increasingly become common issues concern-
ing all countries in the world. The same applies 
to social and labour-related issues. From our 
own experience, we know that social and health 
policies and labour regulations are important 
elements in any macro-level policy that aims 
at reducing poverty. The coherence of Finland’s 
inputs and policy in these areas is thus essential 
for realising the goals of development policy.

Finland has a wealth of know-how and expe-
rience in the health and social sectors and in 
labour issues. Within these broad fi elds Fin-
land concentrates its efforts on the areas where 
it has its own particular strengths. In order to 
increase the effectiveness of Finland’s interna-
tional activities, cooperation between public 
administration and expert organisations needs 
to be intensifi ed. Finnish know-how needs to 
be developed further so as to make it useful 
for the needs of developing countries. Impor-
tant established partners in Finland include 
the Ministry of Social Affairs and Health, the 
National Research and Development Cen-
tre for Welfare and Health (STAKES), Statis-
tics Finland, and the Finnish Institute of Occu-
pational Health. In international development 
cooperation Finland emphasises the develop-
ment of developing countries’ own primary 
health care systems, social services, social pro-
tection and labour market organisations. Pri-
mary health and social service systems must 
be of good quality, comprehensive and easily 
accessible to all.

Investment in health pays for itself many times 
over through economic growth. Finland focus-
es on making an impact through primary health 
care, mainly through preventive health care and 
health education. Antenatal and child welfare 
clinics have for a long time been a part of pri-
mary health care in Finland. We believe that 
strengthening mother and child welfare clin-
ics is one of the most effective ways of reducing 
poverty in developing countries. In addition to 
primary health care services, women’s rights 
and equality are a prerequisite for achieving the 
three health goals of the Millennium Declara-
tion. Finland is active in promoting women’s 
rights, and a broad perspective on sexual and 
reproductive health.

Finland participates in international cooper-
ation in the health sector, where the norma-
tive role of WHO is more important than ever. 
The Ministry for Foreign Affairs works with 
the Ministry of Social Affairs and Health for 
the UN cooperation and channels aid through 
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WHO and the UNFPA. Along with these 
channels, bilateral health sector cooperation is 
also an important form of activity.

Finland emphasises the need for the prevention 
of HIV/AIDS on a broad basis, cutting across 
different sectors. The formation of networks 
among different ministries, organisations and 
groups is being intensifi ed. Human rights, gen-
der equality and health education, above all 
for young people, are some of Finland’s main 
themes. HIV/AIDS is also a diffi cult problem 
for social security. Finland is keen to search for, 
and to support - in cooperation with others - 
new innovative forms of community-based and 
public social security. Along with the HIV/
AIDS problem, hunger, diarrhoea caused by 
contaminated water, malaria and tuberculosis 
pose great challenges against which relatively 
inexpensive prevention methods are known. 
These problems, too, require on-going atten-
tion by the international community.

The development of work safety and occu-
pational health is well known in Finland as 
being a good way to promote simultaneously 
the development of business activity and peo-
ple’s well-being. Community-based rehabili-
tation (CBR) programmes are the most inex-
pensive way to assist people with disabilities to 
fi nd a way in which they will again be able to 
make their own contributions to the develop-
ment of their societies. Prevention of disabili-
ty is a priority. In all international cooperation 
Finland advocates the idea - based on Finland’s 
own experience - that it is possible, often with 
only minor changes, to make society “obstacle-
free” so that even permanently disabled people 
can live an independent life and do productive 
work.

For the social security of the poor people, the 
decisions with the greatest impact are often the 
ones that concern the general outlines of eco-
nomic and social policy. One of these global 
macro-level issues is the question of how to 
manage globalisation so that its benefi ts could 
be shared more equitably than at present, which 
has been the main focus of the work of the ILO 

World Commission and the Helsinki Process. 
While conducting a dialogue with, and mon-
itoring the national poverty reduction strate-
gies (PRS) of its developing country partners, 
Finland tries to promote patterns of economic 
growth that equalize income distribution and 
are based on the broad participation and assets 
of poor people and geographic areas. 

The employment of school-leavers is a particu-
lar challenge and one of the Millennium Devel-
opment Goals. Finland encourages its coopera-
tion partners to intensify collaboration between 
government, employers’ associations and labour 
unions in harmonising economic and social 
policy and promoting norms for employment 
and labour conditions. Finland opposes child 
labour, forced labour and traffi cking in women 
and children. Finland also supports the devel-
opment of insurance systems designed to offer 
protection against loss of income because shar-
ing risks among large numbers of people is one 
of the least costly and most sustainable ways to 
improve the position of poor people.

The information society and 
information and communications 
technology

Finland supports developing countries’ access 

to new information and communications 

technologies, works for bridging the digit-

al divide, and, together with the private sec-

tor, seeks information and communications 

technology solutions for the poorest coun-

tries that will help to achieve the Millennium 

Development Goals.

The role of the information society in global 
development has been and will be considered 
at the two phases of the World Summit on the 
Information Society (WSIS) in 2003 and 2005. 
The aim is to harness information technology 
to serve the Millennium Declaration Goals, to 
reduce inequality, and to respond to new glo-
bal challenges.
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The fi rst phase of the World Summit on the 
Information Society agreed on the principles 
on which to build a people-centered, inclu-
sive and development-oriented information 
society based on human rights and the free-
dom of speech. Building information societies 
is a joint effort for all stakeholders; information 
and communications infrastructure and serv-
ices must be made available to everybody and 
the ability for all to access information must be 
improved. Education is fundamentally impor-
tant in the information society and each person 
must acquire the necessary skills and knowl-
edge in order to understand, and participate in, 
the information society, and take advantage of 
the benefi ts it offers. 

The diversity of cultural identities and languag-
es and the production of content on the basis 
of local needs must be promoted. An environ-
ment conducive to the information society 
must be created, and people’s confi dence in it 
must be strengthened by improving data secu-
rity. Information society services must be devel-
oped in accordance with people’s needs in all 
areas of life.

The fi rst summit meeting adopted a new action 
plan and a specifi c digital solidarity agenda as 
a framework for cooperation. Information and 
communication technologies and other ele-
ments of information society policies should 
be mainstreamed in bilateral and multilat-
eral development cooperation, and partner-
ship projects between public and private sec-
tors should be established. Developing coun-
tries should incorporate information society 
strategies in their national development pro-
grammes, including their poverty reduction 
strategies.

Finland has been successful in building a com-
petitive information society. Nevertheless, 
development is always based on national char-
acteristics and, for instance, Finnish solutions 
cannot be transferred elsewhere as such, partic-
ularly not to developing countries. However, 
our own history provides a good starting point 
for sharing experiences with other countries.

Finland promotes information society devel-
opment and the utilisation of new technolo-
gies globally and in its partner countries. Since 
it is a question of a new area of cooperation, 
there are opportunities for developing new and 
innovative forms of cooperation. It is essential 
to determine the responsibilities of the various 
stakeholders in building information societies, 
and to create a supportive environment for all 
stakeholders: the private sector, NGOs, and the 
public sectors of partner and fi nancing coun-
tries.

Promotion of the information society and the 
opportunity offered by new information and 
communications technologies are to be taken 
into consideration as tools in achieving other 
goals. In addition, projects are needed that are 
connected with the information society in its 
fullest sense. At the fi rst stage, Finland supports 
projects by means of which developing coun-
tries can obtain the basic capabilities to build 
an information society, such as the prepara-
tion and implementation of information socie-
ty strategies and their linkages to national pov-
erty reduction strategies.

Migration and development

The Government will consider issues relating 

to migration and immigration more coherent-

ly from the perspective of development pol-

icy. It aims to support the positive effects of 

migration and prevent harmful effects, espe-

cially traffi cking in human beings, prostitu-

tion, and other crimes associated with illegal 

immigration. 

Migration is a development issue. Most ref-
ugees, migrant workers, and emigrants leave 
their home country to search for safer places to 
live in and better economic prospects for them-
selves and their families. Through long-term 
development cooperation, we can help create 
conditions which will remove the main caus-
es of migration. 
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Migration involves many negative aspects. In 
many countries, it results in the loss of skills 
and resources necessary for national develop-
ment. Refugees often move in uncontrolled 
fl ows, frequently into another poor developing 
country, thereby increasing its problems. Neg-
ative side effects arise in connection with the 
large numbers of refugees and migrants, such as 
traffi cking in human beings, prostitution, xen-
ophobia and racism. In its refugee and develop-
ment policy, Finland tries in the fi rst place to 
help remedy the basic causes for exile. Finland 
supports the international organisations, and 
particularly the UN High Commissioner for 
Refugees (UNHCR), in their work to improve 
the rights and status of refugees and asylum 
seekers. Finland works and supports interna-
tional measures to prevent human traffi cking, 
prostitution and other crimes connected with 
migration. Finland promotes action against 
racism and xenophobia, both in Finland and 
internationally.

Properly managed migration can neverthe-
less be benefi cial both for receiving countries 
and for developing countries. Transferring the 
results of the education and experience that 
migrants obtain in industrialised countries ben-
efi t the developing countries is a great challenge. 
Support for the return of refugees is especially 
important in connection with post-crisis recov-
ery and reconstruction. The remittances that 
migrants send back to their home countries are 
an important source of foreign exchange in many 
countries and improve their balance of payments. 
Migration can also help, in many ways, to estab-
lish trade and investment links, and, more gen-
erally, promote interaction and learning process-
es between cultures and nations.

The ageing of the population in Finland and 
the threat of a labour shortage may create a 
need for immigrants. However, immigrants 
from the poorest developing countries are 
mostly uneducated and fi nd it diffi cult to adapt 
themselves to Finnish circumstances. The Gov-
ernment emphasises the need to examine issues 
connected with migration and immigration 
from a more holistic perspective with regard 
to employment and development policy, and 
to look for solutions that would both satisfy 
the needs of Finnish society and result in ben-
efi ts to developing countries. Immigrants are a 
source of cultural wealth and resource in Fin-
land. Their experience and skills can also be 
used in development cooperation. 

In the EU, the management of migration is 
considered in the framework of external rela-
tions. The framework was determined in the 
1999 Amsterdam agreement and the Tampere 
summit. Migration issues have later been tak-
en up in all the cooperation programmes that 
the Union carries out with other countries, and 
in the Cotonou agreement. The Tampere sum-
mit’s conclusions pointed out the need for a 
comprehensive approach to the consideration 
of political, human rights and development 
matters arising in areas of origin and transit. 
The aims were renewed at the Seville summit 
of 2002 which also emphasised migration poli-
cy in EU relations with third countries.
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3
Achieving the goals through development 

cooperation

The Government is committed to increas-
ing development cooperation funds by some 
220 million euros during its term of offi ce. 
The increase means that at present GNI val-
ues, about 0.44% of GNI will be achieved by 
2007. In accordance with the Government Pro-
gramme, efforts will be made to reach 0.7% of 
GNI, as agreed in the UN, by 2010 consider-
ing overall economic development. Funds will 
be allocated in accordance with the following 
main principles: 

•  Finland directs most of the operation-
al development cooperation funds into 
bilateral cooperation, focusing on its own 
strengths. By concentrating its activities, 
Finland tries to improve their effectiveness. 
From the partner country’s point of view, 
aid coming from different sources consti-
tutes an entity in support of poverty reduc-
tion strategies.

•  Multilateral and European Community 
development cooperation are also part of 
Finland’s development cooperation. Fin-
land has a duty to exert an infl uence on 
the contents and quality of these modes of 
assistance and to participate in the funding 
of the main organisations and programmes 
on the same levels as peer countries.

•  The Government will increase the propor-
tion of funding to the poorest countries, 
the Least Developed Countries (LDCs), 
to 0.15% of GNI as total aid rises towards 
0.7%.

•  In bilateral cooperation, the long-term 
partner countries’ share of country and 
regional grant-aid cooperation will be 
increased to 60%.

•  The Government will increase funds for 
cooperation with Sub-Saharan African 
countries.

•  The Government aims to increase the share 
of NGO cooperation gradually by 2007 to 
14 % of operational development coopera-
tion as NGOs increase their own capac-
ity. The Government will also ensure that 
suffi cient authorisations for funding and 
contractual commitments are available to 
safeguard sustained long-term activities in 
NGO cooperation. The Government is 
prepared to reduce the NGOs own mini-
mum fi nancial share to 15% during its 
term of offi ce.

•  Humanitarian aid will remain at the level 
of 10-15% of operational development 
cooperation funds. 

•  About 5% per year of the increase in oper-
ational development cooperation funds 
can be allocated to administrative expense 
appropriations, making it possible to 
strengthen the management of develop-
ment cooperation.
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Bilateral development 
cooperation

Bilateral cooperation is based on the part-

ner countries’ own development plans, or 

on those of the regional organisations. The 

appropriateness of Finnish inputs and the 

value that Finnish contributions in particular 

add, are examined in all cases in relation to 

the cooperation country’s own priorities and 

in the framework of development coopera-

tion as a whole. Finland seeks opportunities 

for cooperation and harmonisation with other 

donors and fi nancing organisations. Finland 

concentrates its cooperation on fewer coun-

tries and larger cooperation entities in order 

to improve the effectiveness of cooperation.

Long-term partner countries

Finland’s long-term partner countries are 
Mozambique, Tanzania, Ethiopia, Zambia and 
Kenya in Africa; Nicaragua in Latin America; 
and Vietnam and Nepal in Asia. Cooperation is 
based on their national poverty reduction strat-
egies. In long-term partner countries, Finland 
will focus its support on three sectors or devel-
opment programmes at most. Budget support 
may also be provided for carrying out a coun-
try’s poverty reduction strategy. 

The Ministry for Foreign Affairs monitors the 
situation regarding the preconditions for long-
term cooperation continuously in all countries, 
using the criteria laid out in the Finnish govern-
ment’s resolution of 2001. The development of 
the necessary conditions is discussed regularly 
in the ongoing dialogue with the government 
of each partner country. The discussions make 
use of the possibilities offered by bilateral and 
multilateral cooperation negotiations, as well as 
those offered by negotiations taking place with-
in the framework of the EU. The conclusions 
drawn from the monitoring and dialogue affect 

decisions about appropriations and authorisa-
tions. Decisions are guided by the principles of 
long-term commitment and predictability.

Government-to-government grant aid will be 
increased with the long-term partner coun-
tries where the premises for cooperation devel-
op favourably. Annual disbursements will be 
increased so that a minimum level of 10 million 
euros will be gradually achieved in all coun-
tries. The premises for an immediate increase 
in cooperation do not exist in Nepal at present. 
Grant-aid-based cooperation between govern-
ments is the basis for partnership, but various 
other forms of cooperation are also exploited, 
such as commercial and NGO cooperation, 
local cooperation funds, and so on.

When progress in poverty reduction is achieved, 
long-term cooperation can involve a gradual 
change from grant-based development cooper-
ation towards more varied forms of interaction 
between countries. Amongst Finland’s partner 
countries, Vietnam is within sight of such pros-
pects.

From grant aid to more diversifi ed 
cooperation

Egypt, Namibia and Peru are countries whose 
economic development gives Finland an 
opportunity to move from relations where the 
emphasis is on development cooperation to 
more diversifi ed cooperation and interaction. 
The change will take place in 2004 to 2007 in 
a controlled and sustainable manner, with the 
help of the implementation of transition strat-
egies.

In the future, Finland will also have special rela-
tions with these long-term partner countries to 
which considerable amounts of development 
cooperation funds have been directed. Finland 
and Finns have many links with these countries 
based on past cooperation, and a lot of knowl-
edge and experience concerning them. This 
provides a fi rm foundation for building new 
kinds of partnerships.
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Putting transition strategies into practice calls 
for new ways of thinking. New means and 
methods to be developed and used include pro-
motion of trade, investment and private sector 
cooperation; development of public and pri-
vate sector partnerships; institutional coop-
eration; and various exchange programmes 
(including cultural exchange). Even though 
the largest intergovernmental projects are being 
relinquished, grant aid can still be provided in 
the form of local cooperation funds and act as 
a catalyst for cooperation between institutions 
and for the participation of the private sector.

Other partner countries

Finland’s participation in other partner coun-
tries is characterised by limited duration of 
involvement, participation as a committed 
member of the international community, and 
arrangements for joint fi nancing. Cooperation 
is guided by the same principles and goals as 
cooperation elsewhere. Bilateral grant-based 
cooperation is adopted in projects that:

•  Enhance peace and security
•  Promote cooperation with the private sec-

tor from the point of view of comprehen-
sive development funding

•  Support the realisation of human rights, 
democracy and good governance

Cooperation of limited duration. Finland 
may engage in cooperation of limited dura-
tion in cases where participation is justi-
fi ed as part of the international community’s 
efforts to prevent violent crises or to devel-
op and rebuild countries recovering from cri-
ses. Finland’s input is then based on the view 
that peace and security are prerequisites for the 
reduction of poverty. In such cases grant-based 
cooperation is meant to be short-term. Coop-
eration of limited duration is being undertaken 
in the Republic of South Africa until 2010, in 
the Palestinian Territories, in the Western Bal-
kans until 2007, in East Timor until 2005, and 
in Afghanistan until 2008. Implementation of 

the funding commitment given to Iraq is being 
planned at present. Limited-term funding is 
channelled as frequently as possible through 
joint fi nancing arrangements and as part of a 
wider strategic entity. The Government devotes 
particular attention to the complementary 
nature of humanitarian aid and development 
cooperation.

Other forms of participation. In other part-
ner countries Finland is involved mainly as a 
member of the EC and multilateral organisa-
tions, and by participating in the fi nancing of 
their programmes. Local cooperation funds are 
the most suitable form of bilateral cooperation 
in these countries. In this connection Finland 
emphasises the importance of cooperation with 
Arab countries and the Islamic world. During 
the Government’s term of offi ce, Finland will 
reduce its bilateral grant-based development 
cooperation except for long-term partner coun-
tries and countries selected for cooperation of 
limited duration. The number of countries 
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and projects and the amount of funding will 
diminish. In other countries bilateral develop-
ment cooperation will be carried out only when 
Finnish bilateral inputs add real value and the 
use of administrative resources is justifi ed.

Regional cooperation

Finland is involved in regional cooperation pri-
marily through the EU and intergovernmen-
tal regional institutions. In the case of region-
al cooperation, the strengths and complemen-
tarity of different forms of cooperation are 
also assessed when choosing the best means 
of contributing to the achievement of partic-
ular goals.

The Government mainly channels region-
al cooperation funds through regional institu-
tions to projects that promote integration and 
stability or contribute to solving development 
problems that have regional dimensions, such 
as environmental threats, infectious diseases 
and crime. Regional projects should directly 
concern at least two countries in the region. At 
the same time, the Ministry for Foreign Affairs 
intensifi es its dialogue both with the region-
al institutions and with the countries of the 
region. The Government considers the regions 
from a comprehensive point of view, including 
the security and trade perspectives.

Finland supports in the long term regional 
cooperation in Southern Africa, Central Amer-
ica and the Mekong river region. Other coop-
eration regions are the Horn of Africa, East 
Africa, The Middle East, the Western Balkans, 
Central Asia, and the countries of the Andes 
Community. In Africa, continent-wide coop-
eration is undertaken in the framework of the 
African Union and NEPAD.

Evolving instruments of bilateral 
cooperation

Programme-based cooperation. The Govern-
ment increases programme-based cooperation. 
This refers to funding of poverty reduction 
strategies and sectoral programmes through 

budget support or joint fi nancing arrange-
ments with other donors. Along with fund-
ing, dialogue and the means of infl uencing 
are an essential part of programme coopera-
tion. Transparency in the budget process and 
suffi cient fi nancial management capacity in 
the partner country are prerequisites for pro-
gramme cooperation. Arrangements for fi nan-
cial reporting and auditing will be agreed sep-
arately in each case so that Finland has an ade-
quate basis for monitoring the use of funds. 
Finnish embassies must have staff with suffi -
cient knowledge of programme-based cooper-
ation so that the opportunity for making an 
impact can be made use of.

As a condition for disbursements, Finland 
uses the progress made in the achievement of 
objectives in the partner country’s own poverty 
reduction strategy. Conditionality and moni-
toring mechanisms are agreed between the gov-
ernment and all the fi nancing parties. In pro-
gramme-based cooperation, Finland is com-
mitted to medium-term predictability of dis-
bursements, and to transparency concerning 
criteria used in deciding the annual level of dis-
bursement.

Project cooperation. Project cooperation is 
also based on the partner country’s own pover-
ty reduction strategy. Finland supports the har-
monisation of procedures. The general guide-
line is to develop the partner institutions’ own 
procedures and to strengthen their capacity so 
that they can take responsibility for managing 
the development process. In the promotion of 
harmonisation, Finland increases the fl exibili-
ty of its own administrative guidelines and the 
openness of the information it provides about 
planning and decisions, and intensifi es its 
cooperation with other donors.

Local cooperation funds. Finnish embas-
sies and roving ambassadors are responsible 
for local development funds, which are used 
primarily for the development of the part-
ner country’s civil society. These funds can be 
used to support a variety of civil societal insti-
tutions, such as NGOs, interest groups repre-
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senting industry and commerce, business asso-
ciations, and labour organisations. In Finland’s 
long-term partner countries and in countries in 
transition to more diversifi ed cooperation, local 
cooperation funds can also be put to work to 
strengthen bilateral cooperation and used as a 
fl exible complementary instrument.

Cooperation between institutions. The Gov-
ernment supports the participation of Finn-
ish institutions in development cooperation. 
Cooperation among local authorities will con-
tinue. Ministries and public sector institutions 
in Finland have expertise and experience essen-
tial to programme-based cooperation. Efforts 
need to be  made to make this know-how  avail-
able to the corresponding institutions in part-
ner countries. Interaction between institutions 
is also an important means of promoting cul-
tural relations and cooperation. This form of 
cooperation is also suitable for institutions in 
the fi eld of trade and economy  for the devel-
opment of  the private sector. 

The Government encourages universities, insti-
tutes of higher education, research institutes, 
and similar bodies to cooperate with organisa-
tions in developing countries. One of the ways 
in which it supports this is through mobili-
ty and exchange programmes for institutions 
of higher education in Finland and develop-
ing countries.

Improving the premises for well-functioning 
parliaments and party systems in developing 
countries lays the foundations for the devel-
opment and consolidation of democracy. The 
Government is examining the prospects for 
making better use of the experience and partic-
ipation of Finnish MPs and political parties.

Cooperation with the private sector. New 
methods for cooperation with the private sec-
tor are being developed and projects can be 
implemented in partnership with the private 
sector in order to enhance the development 
impact of trade and investment and to promote 
both Finnish development cooperation and 
business activity. The participation of Finn-

ish companies must contribute to the develop-
ment of the private sector in our partner coun-
tries while market distortions in the partner 
countries’ own private sector must be avoid-
ed. Activities fi nanced by development coop-
eration funds must have a tangible impact on 
societal development. 

The existing instruments of cooperation - 
including concessional credits, economic, 
industrial and technical (EIT) appropriations 
and grant-based cooperation – can be used in 
the promotion of partnerships with the private 
sector and they will be developed further to 
reach out to new partners in the private sector. 
In addition to private sector companies, part-
nerships can be established, for example, with 
Finnvera and Finnfund.

Concessional credits are an instrument in the 
Finnish development cooperation serving pri-
marily commercial and economic coopera-
tion. The use of concessional credits is made 
more effective and more diversifi ed. Based on 
the demand from the participating companies, 
efforts will be made to cooperate with more 
countries than at present. The previous poli-
cy of focusing mainly on environmental and 
social sectors will be discontinued. The impact 
of the individual project on development will 
be the determining factor, regardless of the sec-
tor involved.

Particularly in long-term partner countries 
and countries where transition strategies are 
applied, the links between concessional cred-
its and other development cooperation will be 
strengthened as appropriate. When preparing 
and evaluating projects, compatibility with the 
partner country’s own development plans needs 
to be ensured. 

Technical assistance in project preparation will 
be increased to ensure the desired impact on 
development. The assessment of the impact 
of the development project and fulfi lment of 
the OECD criteria for concessional loans is 
strengthened in decision-making and monitor-
ing. The Ministry for Foreign Affairs needs to 
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improve project management and harmonise it 
with the administration of other cooperation 
activities, and invest in training of personnel.

Finnfund. In line with its new strategy, 
Finnfund directs most of its investment to low 
and lower-middle income developing countries. 
Finnfund’s opportunities to fi nance projects 
with high development impact under demand-
ing conditions, will be improved by support-
ing project preparations and creating openings 
for enhanced risk-taking, for instance, in pri-
vate sector projects using renewable energy and 
improving the state of the environment.

NGO development cooperation

The Government values the diversity and cre-

ativity of NGO development cooperation and 

emphasises its importance, especially in sup-

porting the civil society in developing coun-

tries and creating democratic societies. The 

Government will secure the involvement of 

NGOs in the various sectors of development 

policy. Partnerships between the Ministry for 

Foreign Affairs and NGOs need to be based 

on continuous dialogue and clear working 

arrangements and on procedures in which 

both parties are committed to the goals con-

cerning the substance and quality of develop-

ment cooperation.

Of the changes that have taken place in the 
fi eld of Finnish development cooperation, one 
of the most striking is the great increase in the 
number and capacity of organisations engaged 
in development cooperation. The growing sig-
nifi cance of NGOs is closely connected with 
Finland’s development policy goals – pover-
ty reduction, creation of democratic societies, 
human rights and confl ict prevention. Civil 
society is a resource, the strengthening of which 
creates the basis for both the achievement of 
the development policy goals and understand-
ing and unity across national borders.

The Government is strengthening NGO part-
nerships in which both parties are jointly com-
mitted to agreed goals concerning content and 
quality while respecting the independence and 
autonomy of the NGOs. Quantitative and 
qualitative indicators must correspond with the 
different resources, capacities and objectives of 
the NGOs. Opportunities for smaller NGOs 
to participate are also ensured. The organisa-
tions are encouraged to increase their mutual 
cooperation and coordination.

Quality criteria will ensure that the value add-
ed by NGOs also complements Finland’s bilat-
eral cooperation better than previously. With 
its own voluntary work, experience and exper-
tise, civil society is a remarkable resource and 
a source of innovation both in Finland and in 
partner countries. The central goal in NGO 
cooperation must always be the promotion of 
civil society in developing countries.

The growth in NGO development cooperation 
and changes in its contents present challenges 
to project management and personnel resourc-
es both in the Ministry for Foreign Affairs and 
in the NGOs themselves. The project support 
system will be developed to respond to the 
changes in cooperation. The Ministry increases 
training and a civil-society orientation in differ-
ent departments and units to ensure the qual-
ity of service to its partners, and to respond 
to development challenges. At the same time, 
advisory services on projects and training for 
NGOs, including the EU’s NGO programme, 
are to be improved.

Finland supports international NGO (INGO) 
projects when they are considered to be best 
suited for promoting the goals of Finland’s 
development policy. However, Finland will 
concentrate on fewer organisations and will 
conduct active dialogues with them.
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EC development cooperation

EC development cooperation is a consider-

able and integral part of Finland’s develop-

ment cooperation. Finland aims to improve 

the quality of Community aid and improve 

the effectiveness of its delivery, as well as 

to ensure that its aid is directed to reducing 

poverty. Finland promotes the coordination 

and complementarity of Community aid and 

member states’ bilateral aid as well as the 

coherence between different policies.

EC development cooperation is the respon-
sibility of the European Commission and is 
fi nanced through the Union budget and the 
European Development Fund. EC devel-
opment cooperation represents a considera-
ble share of Finland’s development aid and is 
part of Finland’s development cooperation as 
a whole. Thus Finland also bears responsibili-
ty for the quality of the Community’s develop-
ment cooperation.

The Ministry is improving its impact on EC 
development cooperation through a strate-
gy that will take effect in 2004. The approach 
is based on Finland’s overall EU policy and 
the coherence of Finnish activities including 
a development policy perspective. When Fin-
land joined the EU in 1995, Finland’s devel-
opment policy objectives and strategies were 
already seen to be very similar to those of the 
EU. They refl ect the present orientation of 
international development policies, so that 
there are no pressing needs to change the EC 
policy. Finland focuses its efforts on improving 
the quality of aid and the effectiveness of deliv-
ery, directing aid in accordance with the goal 
of reducing poverty, the coordination and com-
plementarity of aid from the Community and 
its members, and coherence between different 
policy sectors.

There are also several new challenges to be met. 
These arise with the enlargement of the EU, 
which also affects the commitment made in 
connection with the Monterrey Internation-
al Conference on Financing for Development 
to reaching an average level of EU develop-
ment cooperation of 0.39% of GNI in 2006. 
Finland supports the strengthening of the new 
member countries’  development cooperation 
administration. Other current issues include 
the harmonisation of development cooperation 
fi nancing and the simplifi cation of procedures.

Finland plays an active part in promoting the 
above goals in the work of the Council work-
ing groups, committees and expert meetings. 
Finnish embassies in Finland’s partner coun-
tries participate in planning and monitoring 
EC development cooperation. In its own prep-
aration process, Finland stresses the impor-
tance of coordination between different work-
ing groups, for example, between those dealing 
with development and with trade. Within the 
Ministry for Foreign Affairs, weight is placed 
on training staff in EU affairs.

To increase effectiveness and avoid overlapping 
and duplication, Finland seeks  to improve EU 
coordination in international forums such as 
the UN and OECD/DAC. Finland also sup-
ports more coherence in the activities of the 
international fi nancial institutions.

Finland will make better use of EC develop-
ment cooperation instruments to achieve its 
own development policy goals. The EC’s devel-
opment cooperation network is a counter-bal-
ance to the increased concentration of bilater-
al aid. Finland will use EC development coop-
eration instruments more effectively to comple-
ment Finland’s own instruments, for example 
in economic and commercial cooperation and 
NGO development cooperation.
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Multilateral cooperation

Finland is committed to long-term and pre-

dictable cooperation with the UN organisa-

tions and fi nancial institutions involved in the 

implementation of the Millennium Declara-

tion. Finland’s starting point is to strength-

en the capacity and effectiveness of the mul-

tilateral system. This is done by directing the 

majority of funding to non-earmarked, core-

funding and working with the guidance of 

clear objectives in the decision-making bod-

ies of the organisations.

The effectiveness of the multilateral system can 
be improved by increasing its internal coopera-
tion and by avoiding overlapping, especially at 
the country level. Finland emphasises coopera-
tion between the UN specialized agencies and 
the international fi nancial institutions, and a 
clear division of labour between them, particu-
larly when supporting poverty reduction strate-
gies at the country level.

Finland will continue to develop the forms of 
partnership with multilateral organisations that 
have been adopted in recent years. Through 
them, Finland supports the goals and fi elds of 
specialisation of the programmes, organisations 
and fi nancial institutions that are important to 
Finland and to which Finland can offer  know-
how and experience. Such multilateral partner-
ships also strengthen Finland’s own skills in 
development cooperation.

Finland continues to allocate most of its UN 
development cooperation funding to four UN 
bodies : the United Nations Development Pro-
gramme (UNDP), the United Nations Chil-
dren’s Fund (UNICEF), the United Nations 
Population Fund (UNFPA) and the World 
Food Programme (WFP). Finland will make 
multi-year funding commitments, except in the 
case of the WFP whose activities are increasing-
ly directed towards humanitarian aid.

In addition to working with the above organi-
sations, Finland is developing long-term coop-
eration with multilateral organisations, pro-
grammes and funds that are particularly impor-
tant for achieving the Millennium Devel-
opment Goals and monitoring them. These 
include in particular UNESCO, WHO, ILO, 
FAO and UNEP. Finland supports programmes 
of these organisations with a direct link to the 
implementation of the Millennium Develop-
ment Goals. In situations where there is a need 
to provide special support for developing some 
particular sector of activity, Finland gives the-
matic funding or supports the organisation in 
another way. Such areas of focus either relate 
directly to Finland’s special skills, are important 
areas of development cooperation, or require 
strengthening of the respective organisation’s 
operational policies. Finland develops its the-
matic cooperation so that it becomes more sys-
tematic and predictable.

Mandates are to be prepared for the replenish-
ment negotiations with the international fi nan-
cial institutions. These should include Fin-
land’s policy goals with regard to fi nancing, an 
assessment of the focal areas of the institutions’ 
operational policy and the effectiveness of their 
activities together with a well-justifi ed estimate 
of the level of Finland’s fi nancing. In direct-
ing the increasing funding, the primary chan-
nel to be used among the international fi nan-
cial institutions is the International Develop-
ment Association (IDA), which belongs to the 
World Bank group and issues ‘soft credits’ - and 
to an increasing degree also grant-based aid – 
and is the world’s biggest single body for devel-
opment fi nancing.

Finland’s effectiveness in multilateral develop-
ment cooperation is determined not only by 
the level of fi nance it provides but also on the 
basis of assertive and prioritised efforts in mak-
ing an impact. Finland has good experience 
in focusing on areas where it has special skills 
and know-how  and this prioritisation of activ-
ities should be further developed. Finland will 
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improve the effectiveness of its contributions 
by a more coherent approach in the UN’s oper-
ative development organisations, specialised 
organisations, regional organisations, interna-
tional fi nancial institutions, and also the gov-
erning bodies of international conventions. 
The Ministry for Foreign affairs will formulate 
action plans for this during 2004.

Finland is open to the adoption of new and 
innovative sources of development fi nancing, 
but has reservations about establishing new 
multilateral fi nancial organisations or institu-
tions. The performance and effectiveness of 
existing organisations and fi nancial institutions 
must be improved. 

Through multilateral cooperation Finland can 
also reach out to countries to which its bilat-
eral cooperation does not extend, for exam-
ple, because of limited resources. In all coun-
tries, Finland considers its participation within 
the framework of the totality of its bilateral and 
multilateral cooperation fi nancing.

Internal cooperation within the Ministry for 
Foreign Affairs will be developed so that the 
planning and monitoring of bilateral and mul-
tilateral development cooperation are as mutu-
ally supportive as possible. At country lev-
els, Finnish embassies will monitor and report 
more actively than before on all multilateral 
activities to which Finland makes a fi nancial 
contribution.

Finland has played an active part in han-
dling the poorest countries’ debt problem and 
improving their ability to manage debts, par-
ticularly through the Highly Indebted Poor 
Countries (HIPC) programme. Finland will 
continue to contribute to HIPC fi nancing, and 
is prepared for increasing fi nancing needs fol-
lowing the principle agreed at the foundation 
of the HIPC that fi nancing would not be tak-
en from multilateral or bilateral development 
cooperation.

Humanitarian aid

Finland provides humanitarian aid for saving 

people’s lives, relieving human suffering and 

helping those who are in the most vulnerable 

positions. Aid is focused on the poorest devel-

oping countries. Finland promotes an improve-

ment in the effectiveness of humanitarian aid 

and the adoption of aid standards, and will 

improve the harmonisation between humani-

tarian aid and development cooperation.

The basic aim of humanitarian aid is to save 
people’s lives, relieve human distress and help 
those who are in the most vulnerable positions. 
Aid is given to victims of armed confl icts and 
natural catastrophes, while respecting the prin-
ciples of neutrality, equality and humanity. The 
basic principles of humanitarian assistance are 
defi ned in international humanitarian rights 
agreements, of which the most important are 
the Geneva agreements, the Convention on the 
Status of Refugees, and international human 
rights agreements.

Humanitarian aid is channelled through Finn-
ish and international humanitarian aid organi-
sations on the basis of their needs assessments. 
Finland recognises the independence of human-
itarian organisations, but, at the same time, 
requires their activities to be open and respon-
sible. In allocating aid, consideration is given to 
the overall aid requirement and to the coun-
try’s own economic circumstances and pros-
pects for coping with the situation. While the 
focus of humanitarian aid is thus on the poorest 
developing countries, given the basic purpose 
of humanitarian aid, it can be granted to other 
areas as well. The choice of the channel for aid 
is made on the basis of the organisation’s man-
date and its capabilities in the crisis area in ques-
tion. Finland’s and other donors’ experience of 
working with the organisation is also taken into 
account. The great majority of humanitarian 
aid is provided as specifi cally targeted aid for 
particular crisis situations. Humanitarian aid is 
also used to provide core funding to the main 
international humanitarian organisations.
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During the Government’s term of offi ce, Fin-
land will work to increase the effectiveness of 
international humanitarian aid and promote 
the wider adoption of humanitarian aid stand-
ards. Particular attention must be paid to the 
views of the people who receive aid. Finland 
plays an active part in coordinating human-
itarian aid through Nordic and EU coopera-
tion as well as in different management bodies 
of humanitarian aid organisations and the UN. 
In Finland, efforts will be made to increase the 
capacity to participate in international human-
itarian aid operations.

During the Government’s term of offi ce, Fin-
land will also devote particular attention to 
harmonising development cooperation and 
humanitarian aid so that the transition stage 
between these forms of aid is as smooth as pos-
sible. In post-confl ict situations it is particular-
ly important to link humanitarian aid with the 
work of reconstruction in order to prevent the 
confl ict from escalating. With humanitarian 
aid, it is possible to support the transition stage, 
particularly through humanitarian mine-clear-
ing operations and other demobilisation activ-
ities. Crisis prevention and support for ear-
ly-warning systems can be promoted through 
development cooperation.

Administration and resources of 
development cooperation 

Development cooperation is an integral part of 
the administration of the Ministry for Foreign 
Affairs, and its planning, implementation and 
supervision are conducted as part of the man-
agement of relations with developing countries 
by the Ministry. The extensive range of devel-
opment policy issues and the evolving forms of 
cooperation increasingly underline the need for 
administrative integration. The administrative 
reorganisation in the Ministry  facilitates great-
er coherence between the different areas of for-
eign policy. 

The management of increasing funds for inter-
national development cooperation requires 
adequate human resources and expertise in the 

Ministry. The tasks related to development pol-
icy and development cooperation in the Min-
istry and the Finnish embassies, require both 
a high degree of overall expertise in develop-
ment issues and in-depth specialisation in sev-
eral fi elds. The continuous and long-term per-
sonnel development is a special challenge, par-
ticularly in the fi eld of development. Compe-
tence profi les have already been mapped out 
systematically in the Ministry’s own Compe-
tence Project.

Five per cent of the annual increase in opera-
tional development cooperation funds can be 
allocated to the administrative expenses of the 
Ministry for Foreign Affairs for the adminis-
tration of development cooperation. The plan is 
to integrate the use of these funds to the Minis-
try’s administrative development. The personnel 
strategy that the Ministry will draw up in 2004 
is to include long-term measures to strength-
en in a sustainable manner development coop-
eration administration within the framework of 
the human resource policy. For this purpose, the 
Government is to arrange for an investigation of 
the needs for the development of administrative 
procedures and resources.

Along with the development of personnel 
resources and skills, it is essential to improve 
the effi ciency of procedures. Greater concentra-
tion of cooperation will also free resources and 
reduce administrative burdens.

The change in development cooperation 
towards programme-based cooperation, the 
harmonisation of aid, and the support for own-
ership of processes by the partner countries, 
requires Finland to have an even stronger pres-
ence in partner countries. In the next few years, 
Finland must work to strengthen its embas-
sies in long-term partner countries and to del-
egate decision-making. The Government’s 
term of offi ce will witness the launching of a 
pilot scheme whereby development coopera-
tion administration is delegated to two or three 
Finnish embassies in long-term partner coun-
tries. The need for personnel and other resourc-
es will be clarifi ed in this context.
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4
Towards a common development policy

It is impossible to achieve international 

development goals just through measures 

taken by the government and public authori-

ties. Finland’s development policy can only be 

realised if it is also backed up by the gener-

al public, civil society and the business world. 

The Government invites all parties to join in 

a national partnership for carrying out Finn-

ish development policy, and will support their 

participation through its own actions.

Development policy and development cooper-
ation enjoy wide support in Finland. In order 
that this should continue, Finnish citizens must 
be suffi ciently well-informed about developing 
countries and development issues, so that they 
have a comprehensive basis of knowledge on 
which to form their own opinions. The Min-
istry for Foreign Affairs supports the dissem-
ination of development-related information 
through communications and development 
education. During the Government’s term of 
offi ce, special attention in information and 
communications is to be given to improving 
people’s knowledge of the Millennium Decla-
ration and the Millennium Declaration Goals. 

Another prerequisite for continued support 
from the general public is the effectiveness 
and quality of Finland’s development cooper-
ation. The basic purpose of the Government 
Development Policy is improvement in these 
respects. Information about successes and set-
backs in Finland’s development policy and 
cooperation is to be provided openly and objec-

tively. In the fi eld of communications, interac-
tion with different social and interest groups 
will be intensifi ed, and support will be given 
to facilitate the participation of citizens in dis-
cussions and preparatory work on development 
policy. By incorporating communications and 
information within the Ministry, the coherence 
of information on the various aspects of Finn-
ish foreign policy will be improved.

The objective is to include development edu-
cation, global issues and issues related to mul-
ticulturalism systematically in educational pro-
grammes. The Ministry for Foreign Affairs 
extends information on Finnish development 
policy in schools and educational institutions 
in cooperation with the education authori-
ties. A useful way of combining information 
and development education is to arrange cam-
paigns and events aimed at the general public. 
The campaign for 2004 deals with Arab coun-
tries and development.

Civil society has always played an important 
part in Finland’s relations with developing 
countries. Interaction among people increas-
es understanding and solidarity across nation-
al boundaries. Extensive interaction between 
interest groups and individuals is one of the 
most important positive aspects of globalisa-
tion. NGO activities in the sphere of devel-
opment policy and development cooperation 
strengthen Finnish people’s knowledge about 
global and social responsibility. The Govern-
ment will increase interaction and cooperation 
amongst offi cials, politicians, interest groups 
and NGOs. 
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Churches and missionary organisations have a 
long tradition of cooperation with developing 
countries. They also play an important part in 
shaping values and attitudes. Along with them, 
the importance of different NGOs and activ-
ist movements has increased in recent decades 
in development cooperation, development pol-
icy and in the infl uence they exert in Finland 
itself. The Government supports the mainte-
nance and development of non-governmen-
tal resources. It also wants to strengthen the 
presence of civil society in all areas of devel-
opment policy. Non-governmental bodies are 
encouraged to seek new kinds of partnerships, 
for example with the private sector and other 
institutions.

The role played by the private sector in creating 
jobs, in investment and trade is a cornerstone 
of sustainable development. It is essential that 
companies behave in a socially responsible way 
as such behaviour is for the long-term benefi t 
of the companies themselves. Finland’s devel-
opment policy is also designed to ensure the 
creation of favourable operating environments 
for companies in developing countries.

Finnish companies can help to achieve devel-
opment policy goals in many ways. Invest-
ments and production activities in developing 
countries are benefi cial with regard to econom-
ic development, foreign trade, foreign exchange 
earnings, employment and technical skills that 
produce resources for the development of the 
society in question. Responsible behaviour by 
countries that import products from develop-
ing countries also increases the benefi t of trade 
to the developing countries. Finnish companies 
have much to give in propagating sound corpo-
rate, management and environmental practic-
es. Private sector cooperation also offers much 
quicker and more effective ways of promoting 
best practices than intergovernmental agree-
ments.

From the companies’ point of view, develop-
ment cooperation has offered considerable 
opportunities for participation in developing 
countries for decades. With the changed nature 
of development cooperation, the increase in 
developing countries’ own responsibility and 
the internationalisation of aid, the competitive-
ness of Finnish companies depends more than 
ever on how they can offer internationally com-
petitive products and resources that are suita-
ble for poverty reduction strategies. The most 
important advantage of development coopera-
tion for companies is that it helps to create safe 
and stable conditions for business operations 
and investments. At the same time, instru-
ments are actively sought in development coop-
eration to promote the participation of the pri-
vate sector and partnerships between the public 
and private sectors.

Finnish companies have been active of their 
own accord in committing themselves to good 
corporate practices and they also seek to adapt 
these practices to their operations abroad. 
The Government encourages Finnish compa-
nies that work in cooperation with developing 
countries to adopt internal action plans for cor-
porate social responsibility. They should cov-
er business ethics and responsibilities, human 
rights, the basic principles of employment, the 
environment, social investment, responsibility 
for personnel, and health and safety practices.

Social investment by companies is a good way 
to build partnerships between the business 
world and civil society. It is encouraging to 
see that Finnish companies have become more 
active in these matters in recent years. The 
Government will look for means of promot-
ing dialogue and cooperation in this fi eld. The 
availability to companies of information about 
issues concerning development and corporate 
social responsibility in developing countries 
can be ensured by means of improved commu-
nications.
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In the future, Finland can play an infl uential 
and credible role in global development only 
if it has a suffi cient amount of know-how  and 
experience necessary for solving international 
development problems. A wide range of means 
for cooperation and interaction with develop-
ing countries provides the basis for accumulat-
ing such skills and experience.

The Government promotes the broadening of 
Finnish competence by including more devel-
opment issues in educational and training pro-
grammes; by encouraging universities, insti-
tutes of higher education, and other educa-

tional establishments to offer development-ori-
ented courses; by starting a national dialogue 
about developing skills and competence among 
the offi cials concerned, educational institutions 
and the private sector. In addition, the access of 
Finns to international development posts will 
be promoted whenever possible. An important 
form of work is to send young Finns abroad as 
junior professional offi cers in the UN organi-
sations and the international fi nancial institu-
tions.
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